Dear Members,

Greetings!

New Dates for Plastimagen Mexico due to the recent outbreak of the new coronavirus disease (Covid-19).

11th~14th January 2021 - Plastimagen Mexico

Plastimagen is one of the largest Exhibition Organised in Mexico we would like to associate with your esteemed organisation once again and seek guidance to promote the Indian Plastics Industry to Plastic Industry in Mexico on a virtual platform. We all know that the entire World is currently Fighting against a Pandemic that has not only disrupted the lives of the People but have also disrupted the entire supply chain eco-system leading the business leaders to re-think, re-plan and re - strategies their Supply Chain strategies.

In this regard Plexconcil with the support of Indian Embassy in Mexico is planning to organise a Virtual B2B Buyer - Sellers Meet for Mexico Region, where we and Embassy has also sought support of ANIPAC - Leading Plastics Industry Association of Mexico in this regards.

we request you to kindly fill the attached survey form

Plexconcil Team